Your Child’s Best Study Companion

www.studynlearn.com
About the SmartSchool

SMARTSCHOOL EDUCATION PVT. LTD. is an Indian education company with backend office in US. Innovation through technology forms the core DNA of the company.

The company has been actively providing innovative K-12 educational solutions to various educational institution across the globe. The company has core competence in delivering technology based K-12 education solutions to the clients world over.

With current footprints in US, UK, NETHERLANDS, AFRICA, MIDDLE-EAST, PAKISTAN, NEPAL, SINGAPORE, NIGERIA, BANGLADESH and India, the company is now rapidly expanding its footprint across other parts of the world.

Having catered to more than 1,000,000+ STUDENTS AND OVER 2500+ SCHOOLS WORLD-WIDE, the company is poised to become one of the largest K-12 technology solution provider world over.
India’s Best Selling Education Product

Give Your Child the “Studynlearn” Advantage!

With a long legacy of 10 years in the education market, we have slowly inched our way to become the best selling education product company across India for both K-12 Schools and Students.

- 2500+ Schools actively using the products.
- 10 lac+ Students actively using the modules
- 50000+ Education modules in the studynlearn package
- 98% Satisfaction rating among the parents

With CBSE Approved
Scientific studies have revealed that children have 50% retention for visual receiving, which indicates that education content that stimulates visual and audio senses has the best impact on child’s learning ability.

Studynlearn package is based on the concept of multi-sensory learning. Multi-sensory learning involves the use of multiple senses of the child to deliver the concepts through audio-visual and text based Education content. With multi-sensory learning, your child is able to learn faster and also able to retain the concepts for much longer periods.

When it comes to scoring high in examination, classroom learning is equally important as self study. With Studynlearn package, your child will be able to self study from High quality education content anytime, anywhere and will get the best results in the examination.
As a part of multi-sensory approach, our content is composed of high definition 3D/2D modules, which promotes better understanding in the students. The content has been reviewed by the esteemed panel of experts from NCERT and SCERT. We are covering following subjects: Mathematics, Science, Social Science, Hindi and English.

High Definition 3D/2D Content

Interactive Applications

The package contains huge repository of interactive applications that makes the learning environment exciting for the students. The interactive application include:

- Keypoints
- Keyterms
- Quizzes
- Worksheets
- Q&A

Examguru Quiz Software

Studynlearn Examguru is an extensive quiz software for students to practice and revise. Studynlearn Examguru consists of:

- Question Bank of over 1 lac questions
- Full Length Test Series for competitive examinations
- Extensive Study Material
- GK/IQ based tests for NTSE/Olympiads
- Complete test analysis and feedback report
Special Learning Zone has been developed to aid children, who are facing some amount of learning disabilities in their academic endeavor. The content majorly consist of interactive audio-visual presentation, which has been created by leading experts from the field of Child Pedagogy.

The learning zone touches various aspects of child learning which includes ability to hear, speak, spell, recall and write language alphabets and numbers. It is expected from the parents to incorporate this content with the routine academic curriculum, so as to provide regular practice to their child.

The learning zone has been divided into different sections:-

- Writing Skill Therapy
- Listening Skill Therapy
- Phonetic Skill Therapy
- Spelling Skill Therapy
- Vocabulary Skill Therapy
- Number Skill Therapy

Although the zone has been designed to improve different learning abilities, but this can also be used in the routine academic course.

100+ Highly trained Mentors.
250+ Strong team of Academicians
50+ Strong team of Software experts
Here are some of the steps that will help the students to integrate the Studynlearn package in their daily routine to get the best results.

1. **Classroom Study**
   - Concept is taught in the classroom.

2. **Self Study**
   - Student studies the same concept in the Studynlearn package.

3. **Quiz Practice**
   - Student practices the quiz from the same concept.

4. **Mentor Help**
   - Student consults the Mentor for further clarification and doubts.
We strongly believe that *motivation can move mountains*. Any online/offline education product should have a human interface to instil necessary motivation in the children to study and excel in their endeavors.

Every *Studynlearn* package comes with a dedicated mentor support. Mentors are highly trained academic professionals, who will not only provide academic guidance, but will also act as a strong motivational support for the child.
Vineeta Khanna  
Gurgaon

Studynlearn package is helping my son to understand tough topics in Science and Maths. Now I am very confident that he can solve his doubts on his own. It is great revelation for us to have purchased the package.

Gunjan Sikri  
A.P.J School

My daughter always used to fear social science, as it was difficult for her to memorize. But with Studynlearn’s social science content, she is studying with great joy. I will surely recommend studynlearn to parents, who are serious about their child’s education.

Pramila Mehta  
Bengaluru

Studynlearn has become a 24X7 friend for me, I can use it to understand the concepts anytime of the day. The best part is the mentor support, who are always ready to help me out and have become a constant source of motivation.

Jyoti Singh  
Lucknow

I was very worried for my son, who used to always forget the concepts during examination. With Studynlearn package, there is a remarkable change in his learning behavior. Now he not only remembers the concepts, but also is learning them quickly.

Aarav Mishra  
Delhi Public School

The best part of Studynlearn package is that they cover all the subjects, as a result, I can focus on all the subjects equally. Animation quality of the videos are very good, and with dual language support, I can switch between languages for better understanding.

Priyanka Grover  
Army Public School

Remembering those history lessons from Social science always has been a challenge for me. With Studynlearn package, the history lessons are taught with high quality animation, which not only helps me in visualizing the lesson, but also helps me in remembering it for a longer time. Thank you Studynlearn!

Mahesh Gaur  
Greater Noida

We have two children, both of them are very good at sports. But due to pressure of academics, they have to sacrifice their training session. After purchasing Studynlearn packages, I found that they complete their studies well in time and are getting good amount of time for their sports training, which is a great blessing for me.

Nivam Negi  
Guru Nanak Public School

I have been struggling for a long time to find a good question bank software. After my tutor’s recommendation, I purchased Studynlearn and found a very useful question bank software, Examguru, which is giving me enough practice questions before the examination.
Used and Loved by Leading Schools..